
Ceramics are not intuitive for most students in dentistry because their focus on biology and organic 
h i t H th f ll ll th l th t h l id t T b i d t ti tchemistry.  However, they follow all the rules that we have laid out.  To begin, we need to negotiate a 

mine field of complicated terminology -- but it is do-able -- and should make key discussions 
meaningful later.
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The word “ceramic” comes from the Greek term “keramos” that means making solid articles out of 
b k d th t i l B t h t i i d h t i t? [CLICK] A i th t k thbaked earthy materials.  But what is ceramic and what is not?  [CLICK]  Assuming that you know the 
composition of a solid, you can tell if it is ceramic by the presence of both metallic and non-metallic 
elements.  This is a very practical definition.  Non-metallic elements are usually oxygen or carbon. 
[CLICK] Is SiO2 a ceramic?  YES.  It contains metallic (Si) and non-metallic (O) elements. [CLICK] 
Is Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 a ceramic?  YES. It contains a variety of metallic and non-metallic elements.  

In our normal world, the surface that you see if predominantly an organic one.  You see trees, and 
grass and water However the solid external skin of the planet is primarily ceramic [CLICK] Almostgrass, and water.  However, the solid external skin of the planet is primarily ceramic. [CLICK] Almost 
85% of the earth’s crust is composed of three major elements Si, Al, and O combined into ceramic 
materials of SiO2 or Al2O3 or any of the analogs of these compositions.  So in fact, ceramics are 
more prevalent than you might have expected.  
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What is often very confusing to folks new to ceramic science is that there is wide range of terms that 
th thimean the same thing.  

So let’s consider the four major systems of terminology: 

(1) elemental composition:  this deals simply with identification of the metallic and non-metallic 
portions of a ceramic. 

(2) elemental formula ratio: this tries to describe any ceramic in terms of a mixture of stoichiometric 
compounds.p

(3) IUPAC chemical name:  this reports the chemically correct name based on the oxidation states of 
the materials involved. 

(4) historical name:  this is one or more common names that might have been identified historically 
with the material.  

Now let’s see what this means for an important ceramic material for dentistry like SiO2.  The 
elemental name is “silicon oxide ” The name based on elemental ratios is “silicon dioxide ” Theelemental name is silicon oxide.   The name based on elemental ratios is silicon dioxide.   The 
IUPAC name is also “silicon dioxide.”  The common or historical name is “silica.”  They all refer to 
the same composition.  

As we will see shortly, silica can exist in different crystalline forms.  Each one has a special name as 
well.
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Here are about 2 dozen ceramic materials arranged in terms of the 4 types of names, but with their 
t i hi t i f l t d fi t F ili i lf ith t th li t M i thstoichiometric formulas presented first.  Familiarize yourself with terms on the list.  Memorize those 

terms that are highlighted with gray backgrounds.  These will be referred to often when we deal with 
dental materials.  You should remember silica, hematite, alumina, cinnabar, gypsum, and 
hydroxyapatite.  

Consider the terms associated with Al2O3.  It also can be called aluminum oxide, corundum, or 
alumina.  
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There are many classification systems that are associated with ceramics but all are of convenience 
d t i i d li ith th f ll f t i l th t t l i Sand not very rigorous in dealing with the full range of materials that are truly ceramics.  Some are 

listed here – such as vitreous character, ionic behavior, stoichiometry, or magnetic properties.  

For our purposes, it is much more convenient to array all ceramics in terms of Arrangement-Bonding, 
Composition-Defects – by classifying their crystallinity, oxide character, silicate character, and 
structure.  This is an artificial classification method but parallel to our view of the structure of 
materials.  A complete presentation follows on the next slide.
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Look at the framework for ceramics that is provided in the chart using a sequential hierarchy for 
ARRANGEMENT ( t lli t lli ) BONDING ( id id )ARRANGEMENT (crystalline versus non-crystalline), BONDING (oxide versus non-oxide), 
COMPOSITION (silicate versus non-silicate), and DEFECTS (main structure versus derivative 
structure).  

The most important oxide used in dentistry is SiO2 (silica).  Pure silica that is allowed to crystallize is 
classified as crystalline, oxide, silicate, and main structure.  If the O-Si ratio is different than 2.0, then 
it would be called a derivative structure.  Consider a chemical mixture of 80% silica with 20% alumina 
that is crystalline The classification will be crystalline oxide silicate and derivative typethat is crystalline.  The classification will be crystalline, oxide, silicate, and derivative type.

If you study the diagram above you will notice that under silicates there are three crystalline forms --
cristobalite, tridymite, and quartz -- that are stable at different temperatures.  All are important for 
dental materials.  We will explore these more in detail in a later module.
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As we have emphasized earlier for metals, all materials try to crystallize during solidification to 
d th i ll C t lli ti i t ti il bl th l freduce their overall energy.  Crystallization requires symmetry options, available thermal energy for 

molecular motion, and sufficient time for diffusion.  Ceramics crystallize much more slowly than 
metals.  Simple compositions have a much better chance of crystallizing.  The mechanism of 
crystallization is exactly the same – nucleation and growth.  If you look at a crystalline microstructure 
then you  will see the same architectures of crystals (grains) as you did for metals.  
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Just like there are many different terms for the same composition, there are many different terms 
d t d ib t lli t i l i ll i A h it dused to describe non-crystalline materials, especially ceramic ones.  Amorphous, vitreous, and 

glassy all mean that the material is non-crystalline.  Learn these terms and become comfortable with 
using  them all.  The will come up again and  again.

There are other terms that are also often confusing.  Let’s address them at the start.  Refractory 
materials are ceramics with very high melting temperatures, that are generally very  strong, and 
usually crystalline.  They are commonly used in fabrication techniques for ceramic restorations.  

Any material that forms a ceramic coating can be called an enamel.  Obviously, dental enamel is 
example of this situation.  

Porcelain is widely used commercially for a huge number of applications.  A special version of 
porcelain is used for esthetic materials in dentistry.  It is a mixture of  potassium oxide, alumina, and 
mostly silica.  While you can create the composition by mixing pure oxides, it is generally  easier to 
get to the same overall composition by mixing naturally occurring materials that contain the oxides –
quartz, feldspar, and clay.  Quartz is entirely silica.  Feldspar contains silica and alumina as alumino 
silicate but no water.  Clay is a hydrated form of alumino silicate.  

The purity  of these three raw materials vary widely around the world.  Therefore, the type of 
porcelain you get depends strongly on the source of these raw materials.
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Here is a quick review of the concepts from this module.

[CLICK] (1) What are the 3 major elements in the earth’s crust?

[CLICK]

[CLICK] (2) What are 4 systems of ceramic terminology?

[CLICK]

[CLICK] (3) Classify alumina using  an A-B-C-D structural approach?

[CLICK]

[CLICK] (4) What are 3 synonyms for the term non-crystalline?

[CLICK]

[CLICK] (5) What are the 3 main oxides that comprise porcelain?

[CLICK]

[CLICK] (6) What ceramic raw materials are often mixed to make porcelain?

[CLICK]
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THANK YOU.
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